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Our company is running a promotion whereby we will donate $ 10.00 to
the school of choice for every roll of Crystal silage film used by the
farmer / contractor. This requires no effort or input from the school
however if you would like to promote the idea to farmers in your
catchment then we have attached a letter detailing the promotion and a
brochure on the product.
All the farmer has to do is ask his contractor or normal supplier to use
Crystal wrap on some of his bales when making his silage. Crystal is a
distinctive product as it is transparent silage film as opposed to a normal
green colour. It is both beneficial for the farmer and the environment.
The farmer will not pay any more than normal for the product as
Grevillia Ag is funding the promotion.
By way of example if a farmer makes 200 bales of silage and decides to
use Crystal then it would be approximately 10 rolls of Crystal and his
nominated school would receive a cheque for $ 100.00 from us at the
end of the promotion. If you have a number of farmers in your
community who decide to support the promotion then the cheque could
be much larger.
Crystal wrap is not only good leading edge technology but it has been
proven in New Zealand for over four years now. We hope you see some
merit in passing this opportunity on to your wider school community and
if you would like any further information please feel free to email or call
us as below.
Grevillia Ag NZ Ltd
23B Manuka St.,
Palmerston North 4410
06 354 1030
027 284 1400
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Trefoil Park is for bookings from October this year under the
new business name of Green Footed Kiwi!
We have double rooms, pods, and heaps of space to camp, 200
acres of bush with a stream snaking through for an added
bonus just waiting to be explored. Peacocks, friendly cows,
fluffy footed chickens, native birds we have them all! We even
have confirmed kiwi on site. Trefoil Park is located just south of
Kaikohe on state highway 15. A perfect place to make a base
camp to explore Northland. And don't forget the Twin Coast
Cycleway...downhill both ways from here!
www.greenfootedkiwi.co.nz
www.facebook.com/Greenfield
Jennifer 0221026413

